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Document Classification Using KNN on GPU
S.G. Lade and Nikhil Vyawahare

Abstract—Real-time and archrival data documents are
increases as fast as or faster than computing power now a days.
Document classification using k-nn classification algorithm
takes more time in searching nearer neighbors in large training
dataset, it include large number of computations. The time for
classification increases in proportion to the number of
documents. Therefore it is necessary to find alternative for
implementation of KNN.The Graphics processing unit consists
of multi-core processors and they can perform computations in
parallel, in small amount of time. This paper describes
implementation of parallel k-nn algorithm for document
classification on NVIDIA graphics processors.
Index Terms— classification, k-nn, gpu, text mining.

I. INTRODUCTION
Document classification is a well known problem that is
focused on assigning predefined labels or categories to the
documents found in the searched collection. Document
classification may be applied into many areas such as
information retrieval, personalized recommendation systems,
and many others.
With the increasing number of documents become
document classification even more significant. This task has
many difficulties, because documents may have different
nature, and it is an unstructured data. Many sequential
algorithms are developed for solving document classification
problem. But sequential algorithms usually take large
execution time with increasing number of documents. One of
such algorithm K-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN)[5] algorithm
which is based on a majority vote of the k closest training
examples in the feature space.
K-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN) algorithmtakes too much of
timewhen the number of documents is large. Therefore it is
necessary to find another algorithm or different style of
programming. We select another possibility and focus on the
graphics processing unit (GPU). Graphics processing unit is
very promising technology, because it brings massive
parallel architecture for reasonable price and becomes a new
technical standard in writing application and algorithms.
In the previous paper [27] we proposed the parallel
approach for K nearest neighbor algorithm. This paper
describes modification in the previous algorithm and focus
on the implementation, experiments and results of parallel
algorithm on graphics processing unit.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. The section II
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describes related work done in previous paper, the section III
describes the proposed algorithm. The section IV describes
the implementation of algorithm on GPU; section V includes
performed experiments and results. Last section contains
conclusion of this paper.

II. DOCUMENT CLASSIFICATION
Document classification is process of assigning the
documents to predefined categories. Let, if a document
di  D belongs to the category ci  C according to the
knowledge of the correct categories known for subset
DT  D of training documents, where D is the collection of
all documents and C is collection of all categories. Generally,
each document may belong to more than one category and
each category may contain more than one document [1].
The document classification task can be solved by
automatic classifier. The documents need to be in the form of
input that classifier accept. Automatic document classifier
needs several pre-processing steps, which must convert
document into classification capable form. Pre-processing of
documents follows several steps, the first step in
pre-processing is preprocessing of words, a creation of vector
representation of the documents. Each document is parsed
out and list of content bearing words with their frequency is
extracted. Each word is compared with list of stop-words,
which are useless and not take part in classification, because
they are presents in most of the documents and it increase the
length of document. Each word has to be converted into its
canonical form using normalization algorithm called as
stemming, such as Porter Stemming Algorithm[23], it
propose five rules to convert a word into its canonical form
called as stem. A word is form by two components stem and
its prefixes and suffixes; it will be more useful for
classification if these prefixes and postfixes are removed.
When this process is finished, the document collection is
represented as document term frequency matrix ( Doci* TFi,j),
where Doci refer to the each document in the collection and
TFi,j refer to the frequency of j term in the document i. In this
representation, only relation of the term to the individual
document is concerned, but the classification across the
document collection must be computed, therefore we need to
evaluate term importance in individual document according
the importance of the term in collection and it will called as
weights. One of the wayto define a weights to the terms is
according to TF-IDF (term- frequency inverse frequency).
The weights wi,j of the term j in document iis computed as :

wi , j  ti , j  log

F
fi

Where ti,j is the number of times that the j appears in
document i,fi is the number of times that the termtj appears in
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the entire document database and F is the number of unique
terms in document collection.
The previous paragraph described the process for
conversion of document collection into (document –
term-weight) matrix, but the number terms with non-trivial
weight for each document is still large (tenths of thousands).
This may cause problem with automatic classifiers because
of the large number of terms to process. Therefore,
feature/term selection is applied. Several approaches to
feature selection were developed in [23] and [24]. One of the
popular approaches is entropy weight scheme. The entropy
weighting scheme computesthe weight of each term as a
multiplication of the local weighting scheme Lij and the
global weighting scheme Gj of the document i and term j. The
definition of the scheme is follows,

1  log TFij, TFij  0
Lij  
0, otherwise
N

TFij
TFij
log
Fj
Fk
k 1
Gk 
log N
Where N is number of documents in collection, TFij refers to
the frequency of the j term in the document i, Fh is a
frequency of term k in the entire document collection.
1 

synchronize between dependent kernel calls.
In the CUDA parallel programming model, each
thread has a per-thread private memory space used for
register spills, function calls, and C automatic array variables.
Each thread block has a per-Block shared memory space used
for inter-thread communication and data sharing. Grids of
thread blocks share results in Global Memory space after
kernel-wide global synchronization.[2]

IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
A. Let CPU to be the master, the other N cuda cores as
slaves.
B. Master launches the kernel for calculating the term
frequency tfij, inverse term frequency (IDF) and ifidf
weight (Wij) for each sample feature.
IDFi = log(N/dfi)
Wi,j = tfijX IDFi
C. Each individual processor now computes the distance
measures independently and storing the computes
measures in a local array (using cosine similarity
formula as stated bellow).

| dj | 

III. GRAPHICS PROCESSING UNIT
The GPU takes advantage of a large number of execution
threads to find work to do when some of them are waiting for
long-latency memory accesses, thus minimizing the control
logic required for each execution thread. Small cache
memories are provided to help control the bandwidth
requirements of these applications so multiple threads that
access the same memory data do not need to all go to the
DRAM. The GPUs are designed as numeric computing
engines and they will not perform well on some tasks on
which CPUs are designed to perform well therefore, one
should expect that most applications will use both CPUs and
GPUs, executing the sequential parts on the CPU and
numerically intensive parts on the GPUs[2]. This is why the
[10] CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture)
programming model, introduced by NVIDIA in 2007, is
designed to support joint CPU/GPU execution of non
graphics applications.
CUDA is the hardware and software architecture
that enables NVIDIA GPUs to execute programs written with
C, C++, Fortran, OpenCL, DirectCompute, and other
languages. A CUDA program calls parallel kernels. A kernel
executes in parallel across a set of parallel threads. The
programmer or compiler organizes these threads in thread
blocks and grids of thread blocks. The GPU instantiates a
kernel program on a grid of parallel thread blocks. Each
thread within a thread block executes an instance of the
kernel, and has a thread ID within its thread block, program
counter, registers, per-thread private memory, inputs, and
output results.[2]A thread block is a set of concurrently
executing threads that can cooperate among themselves
through barrier synchronization and shared memory. A
thread block has a block ID within its grid. A grid is an array
of thread blocks that execute the same kernel, read inputs
from localmemory, write results to global memory, and
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m

w

2

i. j

i 1

m

wij.wik

dj.dk
i 0
sim(dj , dk ) 

| dj |.| dk | | dj |.| dk |
D. Master then notes the end of processing for the sender
processor and acquires the computes measures by
copying them into its own array.
E. After the master has claimed all distance measures from
all processors, the following steps are performed:
a. Sort all distance measures in ascending order
b. Select top k measures
c. Count the number of classes in the top k measures
d. The test sample‟s class will assign the class having the
higher count among top k measures.
V. IMPLEMENTATION ON GPU
Programming implementation of algorithm includes some
sequential operation and parallel operation. Document
preprocessing and Knn ranked based class prediction has to
execute sequentially. Other operations like calculating term
frequency, weight and similarity between test and train
sample can be executed parallel. There are five CUDA
kernels which performs these parallel operations. Following
are the kernel configuration with the purpose of each kernel.
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Kernel 1- This kernel is used to calculate df, tf for each
feature/term. This kernel is executed for 1024 threads per
block and number of blocks(grid size) depend on the number
of features/terms.
Kernel 2- This kernel is used to calculate weight(tfidf) for
each term in each document, this is two dimensional kernel, x
dimension is the number of documents(D) while y dimension
is the number of features(F).
Kernel 3- This kernel is used to calculate vector length, each
document is considered as the vector and this kernel is
executed for D grid size and 1000 block size.
Kernel 4 and 5-These kernels are used to calculate cosine
Similarity for all samples.

VI. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
A. Hardware configuration
In our implementation we used a system with Intel core i5
processor @2.30 GHz with windows 7 operation system,
nVIDIA GeForce 520M which has 96 CUDA cores and 2 GB
RAM.
Table 1 Technical Specification (NVIDIA GeForce 520M)
Technical specifications

Compute
capability
(version) 2.X

Maximum x-, y-, or z-dimension of a grid of
thread blocks

65535

Maximum dimensionality of thread block
Maximum number of threads per block
Warp size
Maximum number of resident blocks per
multiprocessor
Number of 32-bit registers per multiprocessor
Maximum number of 32-bit registers per
thread
Maximum amount of shared memory per
multiprocessor
Number of shared memory banks
Amount of local memory per thread
Constant memory size

3
1024
32
8
32 K
64
48 KB
32
512
64 KB

B. Document Collection
The dataset is a collection of documents found in survey of
different research areas in computer science. The papers or
documents are published article related to different areas in
computer science. There are twelve different domains‟
collected, these text documents are collected from the
internet, like online published journals (for example Science
Direct, ACM Digital library and IEEE explorer). All
documents belong to only those domains called categories
or class of that document. Then name of classes or categories
are Artificial Intelligence (AI), Text mining (TM),
Networking (NE), Data mining (DM), Image Processing (IP),
etc. As shown in below table, there are total two thousand
documents in the data set, thirteen hundred documents are
used for training purpose and other seven hundred documents
are used for testing.
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C. Efficiency of classification
To evaluate efficiency of classification, we calculate
precision, recall, and f1 measures for both C program and
CUDA program results. Precision and recall are the most
popular metrics in document classification. Precision (Pr)is
defined as a probability that selected document is classified
correctly and recall (Re) is defined as a probability that
randomly selected document is assigned to the correct
category, the mathematical definitions are as follows:

TP
TP  FP
TP
Re 
TP  FN
Pr 

Where TP (true positive) is count of correctly classified
documents, FP (false positives) is count of documents
incorrectly not assigned into category. And combination of
the precision and recall is F1 measure, it can be calculated as,

F1 
𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢 =

2  Pr Re
Pr Re

𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁
𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁

Following table shows the efficiency of the algorithm in
terms of precision, recall and F1 for each categories or class.
Table 2 shows accuracy for classification and table 3 shows
results for recognition.
Table 2Accuracy for Classification
Class
AI
AN
CG
CS
DM
EM
HI
IP
NE
NF
SE
TO
Averag
e

Precision
1
0.98
1
1
0.993333
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Recall
0.980392
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

F1-measur
e
0.990099
0.989899
1
1
0.996656
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Accuracy
0.997692
0.998462
1
1
0.999231
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0.99211

0.992732

0.99694

0.998321
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Table 3Accuracy for Recognition
Recall
0.745098
0.491803
0.134615
0.408163
0.683168
0.714286
0.714286
0.948718
0.896226
0.894737
0.468085
0.465116
0.555333

F1-measure
0.5953
0.659341
0.225806
0.57971
0.686567
0.833333
0.833333
0.632479
0.840708
0.871795
0.571429
0.481928
0.650416

Accuracy
0.777937
0.955587
0.931232
0.958453
0.909742
0.994269
0.994269
0.938395
0.948424
0.992837
0.952722
0.938395
0.940516

Accuracy of KNN classifier depends on the k value, for
the experimentation we are executed classifier for different K
values for the same dataset. Following graphs show
precision, recall, f1 measure and accuracy for different K
values on CPU and GPU.
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D. Speedup achieved by the GPU
The speedup of a program using multiple processors in
parallel computing is limited by the time needed for the
sequential fraction of the program. Amdahl's law [26] is a
model for the relationship between the expected speedup of
parallelized implementations of an algorithm relative to the
serial algorithm, under the assumption that the problem size
remains the same when parallelized. The theoretical speedup
that can be achieved by executing a given algorithm on a
system capable of executing n threads of execution is:
𝑆 𝑛 =

50 100 200 400 800

𝑛

K_values

=

Graph 6 Average Recall for Recognition over different
k-values
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Where,n-is number of threads,
B - The fraction of the algorithm that is strictly serial,
T(n) -The time an algorithm takes to finish when being
executed on n thread(s) of execution.
A parallelized implementation of an proposed algorithm
can run 70% of the algorithm's operations arbitrarily quickly
(while the remaining 30% of the operations are not
parallelizable), Amdahl's law states that the maximum speed
up of the parallelized version is 1/(1 – 0.7) = 3.33 times as
fast as the non-parallelized implementation..Parallel tasks
include process of calculating term frequency, weight and
cosine similarity. Sequential tasks include document
preprocessing and the process assigning class test documents
based on Knn ranking. Graph 9 shows the speed up for three
portions of parallelism. The graph shows that speed up is not
increased further even though thenumber of threads is
increasing.
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(25% parallelism includes operations like calculating term
frequency, 50% parallelism also includes process of calculating
weight, and 70% parallelism includes operation for calculating term
frequency, weight and similarity)
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VII. CONCLUSION
For large datasets, the document classification on GPU
reduces the execution time than on CPU. A parallel document
classification based on KNN algorithm is faster for the k
value of 50 & gives accuracy of 0.9993 tested for 2000
documents.
The execution time for GPU is approximate 800
seconds while on CPU it takes 2000 seconds. The execution
time varies for varying K values for training & testing data
set. Experiments on mentioned dataset show that the
maximum speedup achieved by GPU implementation is 3.32.
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